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PART II. ON THE WESTWARD TILT OF PROMINENCES 
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(1<eceivcd for f'l/bli~tion, SrptClIIi>C1lO, 1940) 
ABSTRACT. From measurclIlents Of!1346 absorption markings the authors fiud that 
prominences are rarely perpendicular to the jJun's surface. The majority of prominences have 
a tilt towards the west of the v .. rtkal, althongil there are cases of ('ast\\'anl tilt and 110 tilt. The 
average tilt found, by proper weighting, from all th(' measurements is ii"W. An explanation of 
the origin of tIll" tilt has lWl'1l offered; auo on the lHISis of this explanutioll it Itas \' .... 11 sugg!:sh·tI 
that 1110st stable pro1lliuellces probably originate ill tile dccp interior of till" Sllll. 
In recent years the geomctrical aspect of the appearance of solar prominences 
during their passagc across the disc has received a considerable measure of 
attention fr011l T. Royds alld his collahorators at Kodaikana'l and from L. 
d 'Azambuja and his CO-\\ orkl:rs at l\1cUdOll, amI sev(:ral tlsL'illl observational fads 
have emerged from th(:ir investigatIOns. (llll: interesting conclusion brought out 
by these researches is that there is a marked dbsymllldry ill the behaviour of 
prominences projected on tlle SUII'S dis(, ill regard to the two halves of the disc 
separated by the cell tra I llIerid ian. From a statistiral study of the measures of 
areas of the absorptio11 markings (or 111a1l1l:111s, as they arc sometimes called) 
photographed in II" light alld lying parallel to the meridians at different helio-
graphic latitudes M. Salaruddin 1 found that the areas at ea!ltern longitudes were 
less than those at the corresponding western longitudes. At the ,same time he 
appears to have noted that the areas of absorption markings attained their 
minimum values at the central meridian. There is, however, an inl1erent contra-
diction between these two conclusions which becomes rather evident when one 
considers his interpretation of the first conclusion concerning the dissymmetry 
between the eastern and western areas. Salaruddin attempts to explain this 
dissymmetry by the tentative suggestion that it may be due to most of the fila-
ments measured to the west being growing ones. This interpretation is obviously 
unconvincing in view of the artifieiality of the supposition upon which it is based. 
There is no objection against assuming that some prominences may be continuous-
ly growing and others continuously decaying during their passage from the east 
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limb to the west limb, so that in the average of a large number of cases the 
eastern and western areas at corresponding longitudes would be equalised and the 
minimum of art:a would necessarily occur at the central meridian. But there 
appears to be no admissible reason for supposing that prominences prefer to grow 
or qecay only when they happen to be on the one side of the central m,eric:I:ilill' or 
the other; in fact sneh a supposition would be contrary to the law of chance. 
From these considerations it see1l1S clear that if there is a true inequality between 
the eastern and the western areas of filaments, then the minimum of area should 
occur at some longitude different from the central meridian. Indeed it is difficult 
to accept with equal confidence both the conclusions of Salaruddin referred to 
above. We have, however, verified hy a personal discussion with him that his 
second conclusion is 110t intended to he regarded as the result of exact measure· 
ments; for the main purpose of his paper he did not require to determine the exact 
longjtude at which the area of an ahsorpt iOll marking became minimum. 
If one makes a careful determinatioll of the 1011gituue at which the areU of a 
dark t'riarking becomes minillllllll, one definitely finds that this longitude, in the 
vast'majority of cases, does not coincide with the central meridian: Mme. M. 
d'Azambnja-Roumens2 has found this in her measurement of 171 selected mark-
ings and we have arrived at the same conclusion after examinillg upwards of 1300 
filaments which have been studied for the purposes of the prt'sent investigation. 
FroIn tht' auo\,e-lllelltiollecl work RoulJlells cOllcludes that the majority of absorp-
tion markings pr(;scnt their minimum ~Il ea at some lOllgitl1de to the cast of the 
central meridian and derives a weighted average vaille of lOoE for this longitude. 
This result is obviol1sly of the sume lluture as the dissYlIIllIdry referred to above 
wlliCh manifests iist: If in the incrl'a~t: of t he \I estem areas over the "astern areas 
at corresponding lotJgitudes. In fact Roul11t'ns has oifered for both these observa-
tions avery plausible explanation based on the hypothesis that prominences have 
a systematic westward tilt or inclination to the vcrtical at the points wherc they 
stand on the sun's surface, so that the average value of 10° found for the eastern 
longitude at which dark markings I'rl:'5ent their minimum area or bn:adth signifies 
that the average tilt of prolllinences is JO O towards the west.* It is to be llOted, 
4owever, that this hypothesis involves a departure from the cOIIll1Jouly accepted 
picture of a pr01l1ineIlce. Usnally a pHmlincllce is regarded as a thill flal1J~ (its 
'height and hreadth heillg ('ollsid0rably glt'ater thl.:Il its depth) resembling a fish-
tail in shape and standing with its IJlallC l10rtlJal to the sun's surface. Sin~e the 
assumption of the \vestward tilt is a notable departure fro111 the accepted view 
about prominences 011(: would natUi'ally like to he certain that such a'depar-
tpre is really 11ecessary and inevitable. 
'. 
• As will be evident from the next tW0 paragraphs this {7oudusioll is to he regarded ~s 
provisional for the time being, for it oepen:ls l~pOI1 w)J('ther tht, markings UH'ab11red bY:'Rouine~~ 
were parallel to the ,meridians or inclined to them. .
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. In a recent paper M. Waldmeier 3 has contended that it is quite unnecessary 
to make the assumption that prominellces are systematically inclined towards the 
west of the vertical and that it is perfectly possible to account for the above-
mentioned observation of Roumens from considerations of simple spherical trigono-
metry. Waldmeier's argument is briefly as follows; A prominence is a thin flame 
standing with its piane 110rlllal to the surface of the: SUll, i.e., it has no tilt to the 
vertical. At the equator the correspollding filament makes an angle of goO with 
the parailels of latituck, but at hig}JCr latitudes this angle progressively decreases 
towards the pole as is well known fWIll observation. Let 1> be the heliographic 
latitude at which the filament occur~ (j its inclination to the parallels of latitude 
and d the longitude (counted fromtiJc ccntral meridian) at which the filament 
appears at its nanDlVcst. Then fron., Fig. J it is easily seell that d is that longi-
Sun's equator. 
FIGURE I 
tude at which the lellgth of the liIament, prolonged if necessary, would pass 
through the centre of the disc and in this position the following relation must 
hold among the quantities d. qJ and 0 ; 
tan d=sin rpjtan B. 
Now Roumens says in her note that she has used almost entirely filaments of the 
equatorial belt so that the average latitude of the filaments examined by her may 
be taken to be about 20°. Then, using the average value of (j obtained from 
observational data for latitude 20°, one obtains from the above fUrl1l11Ja d=I3°, 
which is in excellent agreement with the average value (viz., 10°) of the west tilt 
derived by ROllmens. So far as the geometrical considerations are concerned 
there can be no doubt that W~ldmeier is correct, but the present writers could not 
feel sure that he is right in assuming that the filaments measured by Roumens 
really bad the average inclination to the parallels of latitude appropriate to latitude 
20°, for in her short note in the Comptes Rendus sufficient details are not given, 
3 
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Our doubt was further accentuated by the fact observed. py Salaruddin that the 
western areas of filaments were larger than the eastern areas, although the fila· 
ments studied by him were parallel to the meridians. This di~sYll1metry can. 
by-no means, be explained by Waldmeier's formula. The problem, therefore, 
appeared to us to be well worth re-examining. 
Although generally filaments at the equator are para-lIel to the meridians and 
at higher latitudes the inclination of filaments to the meridians increases with the 
latitude, it is a fact of common observation that quite a number of filaments at 
latitudes higher than the equator do have little or no inclination to the meridians. 
Accordingly there appear to be two ways of detcrmining the average tilt of prom i- . 
nences, if such tilt really exists. One way is to select for measurement only fila-
ments parallel to the meridians and determine the longitudes at which they appear 
at their narrowest ; in this case naturally Waldmeier's geometrical considerations 
are automatically climinated, but this method has the disadvantage that on~ has 
rather a small number of filaments to work with, The alternative way is to select 
filaments, which are definitely not parallei to the lIIt:'ridians ; by this method of 
selection one can obtain a very large number of filaments for measurement, so that 
one can expect to arrive at a much morc reliable average value of the tilt if it 
exists. It must bc noted, however, that in this sc('ond mcthod one has to make 
proper allowances for the effect to be expected from the geomdrical considerations 
set forth by Waldllleier, This will he clear from Fig. 2 in which we have illus-
c 
Successive aspel'ts of promim'lll'es 
when they traverse the disc 
FIGURE 2 
trated the variations in the appearallce of two types of filaments during their_ 
passage from the east limb to the west. 'rhe upper half of the diagram shows the 
successive aspects of a filament incli1led to the meridians as it traverses the diSCi 
and the lower half represents the sequence of aspects of a filament parallel to the 
meridians. It is assumed that the prominences corresponding to the filaments 
represented in the diagram have 110 tilt to the vertical. It is clear that the fila-
ment parallel to the meridians attains its minimum breadth at the central meridian, 
while the :filament inclined. to the meridians appears .narrowest at au easte11l10Dsi-
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tude where its length points towards the centre of the disc. If, however, the 
filaments ha \ e a tilt towards the west, then the meridional filament should appear 
narrowest when it is at some eastern longitude instead of the central meridian; 
while the inclined filament should be narrowest at some longitude further east of 
the position shown in Fig. 2. In the case of the meridional filament obviously the 
tilt is numerically equal to the longitude at which it appears narrowest; but for 
the inclined filament the tilt is llumerically equal to the difference between the 
longitude at which it is actually fOUlld to be narrowest and the longitude d cal-
culated from the formula tan d=sie Q,/ta11 fI by llsiug the appropriate values of 
~ and (j obtained by actual measurel~ent of the filament concerned. 
In the present work filal11ents ajpredahly inc1im:d to the meridians have been 
exclusively used. For the purlJo~e ~f selecting suitable filaments we examined 
the daily disc spectrohciiograllls ill au light and SUll charts for about 10 years out 
of the records of the Kodaikanal Ohfervatory and selected 1346 filaments. Only 
stable markings were selected for IIIqpsuremellt so as to eliminate the uncertainties 
due to the variation of areas on acco~llt of dissipation of parts of markings. The 
selection. was made from a pre1iminaty examination of the bromide prints of photo-
graphs. The positives on paper were preferred to the originai negatives primari-
ly for the reason that the greatest depth of an absorption marking is better seell 
as a dark ridge on a positive than as a white marking on a negative; the line 
of greatest ahsorption is very helpful in finding the least area or breadth. But 
there was also the idea of avoiding the risk of damage involved ill handlhlg a large 
number of negatives on giass which form thqlermanent records of the observatory. 
After the preliminary examination, the variation of areas of markings, from the 
east limb to the west limb or until their disappearallce, was (OarcfulIy followed. 
A little consideration SIIOWS Olat the breadth of a filament must be least when 
the linc of sight lies in the plane of the prominence, which is responsible for the 
for mation of the filament; and in this position the dark ridge of great absorption 
lies symmetrically to the wings. This criterion was found to be a dependable 
guide ill finding the longitude at which a filament appeared llanowcst. No 
gr eat difficulty was experienced in choosing the photograph 011 which a T1articular 
. marking appeared to have its least breadth. Photographs were thus chosen and 
then checked with reference to the sketches of markings on the sun charts which 
are prepared as a routine at this observat01Y. If thc position of a l1Iarking 
showing the minimuJIl breadth appeared on a photograph, then the longitude 
was measured accurately by means of a glass reseau which had latitudes and 
longitudes marked on a scale appropriate to the photograph. But photographs 
are available ol1ly at intervals of a day and consequently more oftl::ll thall 110t it 
happens that the position of minimum area of a marking occms at a time which 
falls within the interval betweell the times at which photographs arc taken on 
successive days. In such cases tile 11I0st probable longitudes of markings were 
estimated by judging whether the minimum areas occurred nearer one day or 
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the other and applying suitable corrections to the longitudes as measured from 
the photographs. This method of interpolation necessarily introduces a certain 
amount of uncertainty; and as the variation due to the sun's rotation is about 
13 0 per day the maximum error involved in any individual estimation may be 
± 30 • The measurement of the latitudes of markings could be done with iess 
uncertainty, the procedure followed being in accordance with the usual practice 
in solar statistics. If a marking was found to lie across a zone of 50 of latitude, 
the mean of tbe zone was marked against the marldng. If the marking was 
shorter than a zone, the latitude of the midpoint to the nearest degree was taken 
as the latitude of the marking. If a marking was long and lay across several 
zones of latitude, then each portion of the marking lying across a zone was 
considered to be an illdividual marking and the mean of the zone noted against 
each. The inclinations to the parallels of latitude were measured, as is usually 
done, when the markings were at the central meridian or near it, so that the 
vitiating inf:luence of the curvature of the sun's surface was eliminated. The 
values of the inclination, thus obtained, were noted against the markings to the 
nearest 5°. As it was found difficult to meaSllre the inclinations of markings 
above latitude 45°, most of the markings chosen were below that latitude. 
The observations were arranged in groups according to ranges of latitude 
and inclinations. The means (Arn) of individual observations in each group were 
worked out and are given together with the number of observations in every 
group in Table J. The calcuiated values of d according to Waldll'cicr's formula 
for difTerent values of l' and fJ arc givell in Table 11. In 'fable III are given 
the residual values (A", - d) which afe the tilts of the markings. Of the 1346 
markings measured for this work, 64 indicated no tilt, 237 indicated eastward 
tilt and 1045 indicated westward iiit; that is, 7~% of the filaments examined 
showed the existence of a west ward tilt. The residual values in Table III vary 
from group to group both in sign and magnitude. In order to get an idea of 
the average tilt a gcneml weigl1tcd mean of all the group values was '\lorked out 
by giving appropriate weights according to the number of observations in every 
group. The weighted mean value thus obtained is + 8°.2 with a probable error 
of ±oo·g6. From the foregoing results it is evident that the majority of 
prominences do not stand perpendicularly to the sun's surface; they have a 
predominantly westward tilt, the average value of which is 8°W, 
By the time all the computational work in connection with the present 
paper was completed Waldmeier" published a short note in which he admits 
that Mme. d'Azambuja-Roumens's conclusion regarding the existence of a 
westward tilt is correct in view of certain facts which she has communicated 
to him in private correspondence and also in view of what she has said in a 
second, somewhat more detailed, paper b which was not known to him when he 
criticised her conclusion. This second paper of Mme. ·d'Azambuja-Roumensbad 
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also es~:aped our notice; but we have now read this paper and have 110t found 
in it any clear indication as to whether she has used meridional markings or 
markings inclined to the meridians in her determination of the west tilt of 
prominences. The second paper is, as far as we can see, an elaboration of her 
shorter note ill certain respects, but her method of determining the tilt is precisely 
the same as we have described earlier in the present paper. Consequently. if 
she has used mainly filaments inclined to the meridians for her work, then her 
average value of 10 oW for the tilt must be substantially in error. for her method 
does not make allowances for the geometrical effect pointed out by Waldmeier. 
But since ol1r value of 8° W agrees closely with her determination we are led to 
the condllsio11 that she must have used l1lostlyfilaments parallel to the meridians, 
so that the geometrical effect was practically eliminated. The fact that Mme. 
d 'Azal11buja-Roumens's value is slightly higher than ours is probably due to her 
having used some inclined filaments as well without, however, applying necessary 
corrections for the geometrical effect. Combining Mme, d'Azambuja-Roumens's 
and our results we may, therefore, c011clude that filaments both of the meridional 
and inclined types show that promi11ences have a predominantly westward tilt 
to the vertical. 
As the foregoing paragraphs have shown, it is 110t difficult to establish fr01l1 
observational material the prevalence of a \\'estward tilt in prominences, but it is 
not so easy to discern with certainty the cause of this phenomeno11. One of the 
explanations so far available of the genesis of the tilt is due to Mme. d'Azambuja-
Roumel1s who discovered it. She bases her tentative explanation on the assump· 
tion that the top of a prominence rotates from t~ast to west with a higher angular 
velocity than the bottom of the prominence. 
conclusive evidence in snpport of this hypothesis. 
We find, however, very little 
A comparison of all avail-
able determinations of the angular velocity of rotation, made from the variation 
of the positions of sunspots, faculae, filaments, prominences, etc., indicates 
practically the same velocity of rotatio11 at the heights corresponding to these 
phenomena; and even if one claims that there is a tendency for the angular 
velocity to increase with altitude, there is scarcely any reason for concluding 
that the Tate of im:rease with altitude is anything but extremely small. This 
being the case, an average tilt of SoW would require several days to come into 
existence through the mechanism envisaged by d'Azambuja-Rollmens, and the 
life of those prominences "vhich show tilts of the order of 30° would have to be 
much longer tha11 is warra11ted by observation. It must be mentioned, however, 
that the determinat ions of the east-west velocity in the upper parts of promillen<:es 
made by J. Hvershed 6 from the Doppler displacements of the Hand K lines 
have given angu lar velocities at ]east 1 0 per day higher than the angular velocity 
determined from sunspots. Some other observers also have obtained like results 
from similar spectroscopic measurements. This may at first sight suggest that 
tpe top of a prominence moves much faster than its bottom, and this ~ems to ~ 
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the reason for d'Azambuja-Ro"umens's assumption. But a difference in angular 
velocity of the order of 1 0 per day between the top and the base of a prominence 
would cause a rapid increase in the tilt and therefore a rapid change in the shape 
of the prominence and the corresponding filament j such rapid changes are, 
however, not observed ill the quiescent prominences and absorption markings 
which exhibit a remarkable stability of shape. The virtual equality of the 
angular velocities at the sunspot and prominence levels as derived from the 
above-mentioned non-spectroscopic determinations and the ~ observed stability of 
the shape of quiescent prominences ,.and filaments appear to be clear evidence 
against d' Azambuja-Rou111ens's hypothesis; there is also no special reason for 
thinking that the spectroscopic meS/:lUrcl1Ients referred to above give the velocity 
of the bodily movement of the tops pf prominences. In fact, the discrepancy 
between the angular velocity deriv~d from the nOll-spectroscopic observation of 
filaments and the angular velocity d~ermined from spectroscopic measurements 
of prominences may be regarded a*an indication that the two methods measure 
two velocities quite distinct from Ei.Jlch other. The non-spectroscopic method 
gives the apparent bodily movement of spots, filaments, etc., while the spectoscopic 
method applied to prominences detennines the east-west velocity of the constituent 
atoms resulting from the internal motions of the prominences. The existence 
of internal motion in prominences is weIJ known and there is little doubt that 
stahle prominences are continnally renewed from bel 0 \\' " It ~cenlS probable that 
this illternalmotion is 110t random and that the atollls (lesnibe a cyclic trajectory 
ill a plane mOl"(; or less inclined to the meridians, so that atoms go \1i' along one 
arm of the cycle steadily curving westwards until the trajectory h'cClllts 
horizontal at the to!, Hnd then descend back to the surface of the sun along the 
other arm of the cycle. There is good dynamical n~ason for such cyclic motion 
which is even necessary for maitltaining the shape of stable protllil1cnCt·~. On 
tbis view "the hig-h velocity ohtaincd fro111 spectroscopic mersurcmcuts on t11c 
upper part of a promillence is the t'ast-west velocity of tIle radiatillg atoms jll the 
upper, more or less horizontal, part of their cyclic path, the translatory movement 
of the prominence being tlegligible in compari:;on. 
In view of the difficulties pointed out in the above discussion the lllechalJiS1l1 
suggested by Mme. d'Azambuja-Roumens in order to explain the observed 
westward tilt of prominences cannot be regarded as satisfactory. The only other 
explanation of this phenomenon, so far as we are 8\\ are, has been given by Ol1e 
of us in a previous paper.? III that paper the dynamics of a particle ejected 
from the interior of the sun, where the angular velocity is much higher than at 
the surface, has been investigated and it has been shown from the equations of 
motion that the trajectory of such a particle will be inclined towards the west 
of the vertical at the point of the sun's surface at which the particle emerges 
into the coronal atmosphere, provided that the particle was initially projected 
in a radial direction. It has also been showll that the amouut of deflection from 
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the vertical to be expected from theoretical con;iderations is, on the average, 
of tbe same order as the average west tilt derived from observational data by 
d 'Azambuja-Roumens and by us. Without going into further details, which 
will be found in the afore-mentioned paper, we may, however, mention that this 
explanation i:; free fro111 the objections that call be raised against d' Azam buja-
Ronmcus':,; explanation. The eastward tilt observ(;!d in some prominences also 
follows ill a Ilatural way from the eqnations of motion jf the particle starts 
in a radial direction from SOllie laYl:r of the SUll where the angular velocity 
is the same as the angular velocity observed at the surface; this eastward 
tilt is, howen.:r, very difficult to understand from the mechanism proposed 
by d' Azambuja·Roumel1s or from the hypothesis (advocated by some 
workers) of the existence of permanent cast-west currents beyond the 
chromosphere. The occurrence of 110 tiit ill a few prominences probably 
indicates that sometimes partie ks arc ejected \\' itll an initial bias towards the 
east or west of the radial direction and this bias is compensated by the deflection 
to be expected fr0111 the equations of Illotion. But since the majority of 
prominences have a \\'estW::11 d tilt, om.' may probably conclude, according to the 
mechanisl1I advocated in the prcscllt paper, that stable prol1!inences me generally 
formed by gases initially ejected ill a radial directioll frolll the deep iutcrior 
of the SUll. 
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